
Moments later we were on the road again, in search of 

more wisdom. There was a cold Burgie-Light in the cooler, 

a brew which the night before had been judged with terminal

anorexia nervosa. What the hell, I cracked it. Morning beer

was against the rules, but this was L.A., almost Hollywood,

where rules are permanently suspended.

Stephen Morris, The Great Beer Trek (1984)

[Ballantine India Pale Ale is] our last brew of great character ...

John Porter, All About Beer (1975)

Michael Jackson (1942-2007) was the pre-eminent

consumer beer writer, a contemporary of the beer

renaissance that took root in North America and the

United Kingdom in the mid-1970s, a movement he

helped inspire. His death at 65 prompted countless

eulogies in the mainstream press,1 beer industry media,2

and even in scholarly publications.3

Jackson’s fame commenced with the publication of his

landmark The World Guide to Beer in 1977.4 He had

emerged after years of solid training in newspaper and

commercial journalism and had worked as well in tele-

vision production. This, and his high natural intelligence

and curiosity, enabled him to become undisputed leader

and pied piper of the beer renaissance. His influence on

beer and brewing trends, never minimal in his home

country, manifested most clearly, initially, in the United

States.5 It resulted from his heavy schedule of personal

appearances, many books and articles, and acclaimed

six-episode television series, The Beer Hunter.6 This

influence rebounded to the U.K. in the last 20 years with

American craft brewing trends finding an ever-welcome

reception there. This is despite, or partly because of,

Britain’s homegrown revitalization of brewing prompt-

ed by the formation of the Campaign for Real Ale

(CAMRA) in 1971.7

Given this background, the question arises whether

Jackson had immediate predecessors who exercised

influence of their own on the beer revival, and perhaps

on Jackson himself. This paper will consider four such

writers in the American context: James (‘Jim’)

Robertson, Michael Weiner, John Porter, and Stephen

Morris. Their books were widely available in the U.S.

and Canada in the second half of the 1970s either before

The World Guide to Beer appeared or before it came to

the attention of the four authors.8

It will be argued that the main elements of beer cover-

age associated with the post-Jackson era were in place

before his rise to prominence, but without his thorough-

ness of scope or advanced writing skill. In addition, two

of the four writers were highly complimentary of

Ballantine India Pale Ale. That influence, both direct

and, it is proposed, channeled and amplified through

Jackson, helped make ‘I.P.A.’ the enduring star of craft

brewing it is today. For these reasons, a discussion of

these four writers and their achievement is in order.9

John Porter

In 1975, a slim volume appeared of 91 pages, All

About Beer.10 The author was John Porter (1918-?),

identified on the dust jacket as ‘a novelist and short

story writer who teaches his craft at Simon’s Rock, an

early college’.11 The jacket blurb goes on to state of

Porter, self-effacingly:
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His career leading up to this estate may be one for which the

term ‘checkered’ was first coined: brewmaster at twenty-two,

cowboy at twenty-four; Air Force pilot, racing driver, and

television executive at NBC. He says little about his formal

education - for, in his own words, ‘There is little to say’.

The introduction explains that, disenchanted with high

school in the 1930s, Porter obtained a job as apprentice

brewmaster at Jacob Ruppert’s Knickerbocker Brewery,

New York City, where his father was sales manager.12

Porter writes that he wielded a brush: ‘... larger than

myself [to scrub] great tanks and copper kettles, using a

cleanser composed of coal ashes, vitriol, and yeast’.13 

He then trained as a brewer with the United States

Brewers’ Academy, studying ‘organic chemistry, brew-

ery engineering, and other fun things’.14

After completing the two-year course he started work as

an assistant brewmaster in Pennsylvania, still before the

war.15 He states that after the war - no information is

given on the war years, but one can assume the Air

Force stint occurred then - ‘beer became only a hobby,

more enjoyable that way’.16

The introduction also states the book’s purpose:

... to let beer drinkers know what good beer is all about and

so, perhaps, help to maintain the tradition of fine brewing in

America. There’s nothing like a well-informed consumer to

keep the supplier on his toes. Prosit!17

Porter definitely succeeded in this goal. He can claim a

modest, but definite share of the credit for the wave of

interest in good beer and traditional brewing that devel-

oped from the later 1970s and continues unabated today.

Porter’s book, described in the sub-title as a ‘light trea-

tise’, certainly had no pretentions to thoroughness, yet

this very fact made it a good entry-level text.18

The first chapter is a somewhat erratic historical précis

of beer and brewing. It is enhanced with interesting

illustrations; for example, a Syrian soldier sipping beer

with his Egyptian wife through a ‘cane’ from a two-han-

dled jug in 1350 B.C.19 The writing, in the book in gen-

eral, is semi-colloquial and jocular, typical of North

American beer writing in this period. Still, the account

has points of interest especially his comments on brew-

ing during Prohibition. He implies that what was osten-

sibly near-beer often was brewed to contain the prohib-

ited alcohol and where it was not, alcohol was often

‘needled’ in under the aegis of gangs who had muscled

into brewery ownership.20

Porter’s comments on New Jersey-based Ballantine

Brewery’s revival of top-fermentation after Repeal in

1933 are of especial interest, especially this statement

a propos the beer style that is seemingly today an

anchor of modern craft brewing:

... Ballantine [has] continued ... brewing both ale and beer,

including even their unique India Pale, a brew modeled after

the ale the British used to ship out to ... India ... [It was] made

strong enough to survive the sea voyage and the tropical 

climate, and Ballantine was faithful to that tradition. You 

can still find their India Pale in stores that cater to 

discriminating quaffers, but you’d better look soon. ... . 

we know what happens to products that aren’t big sellers, 

no matter how fine they are. ... . It would be sad, indeed, to

see our last brew of great character phased out ... 21
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The book deals with the brewing process, a strong

section given Porter’s professional brewing credentials;

whether imported beers trump the American norm; beer

types (basic and not exempt from error, e.g., he states

milk stout is a mix of milk and stout 50-50); brewing

ingredients and additives; and home-brewing, then still

illegal in the U.S. There is also a good chapter on beer

in the kitchen featuring dishes such as Welsh rabbit,

pancakes with onion and beer, and red cabbage with

beer. He also states the directions to make a Black

Velvet: mix equal amounts of ‘cold Guinness stout’ and

‘chilled champagne’.22

An overriding theme is the ‘creeping mediocrity’ that

afflicted American brewing by 1975. Porter was a cred-

ible witness given that his professional familiarity with

beer started in the 1930s when, by the end of 1934, 750

breweries were in business following the repeal of

National Prohibition over a year earlier.23 He bemoaned

the increasing uniformity of American beer and the

large role marketing and industry consolidation played

to the detriment of inherent quality and variety.

As indices of the quality issue Porter discussed the pros

and cons of pasteurization, shorter aging and use of

enzymes to accelerate the break down of proteins, fil-

tration to render beer brilliant, heavy use of malt

adjuncts, and other techniques that arguably reduced

beer’s character. Nonetheless, he reserved plaudits for

a few large breweries including Anheuser-Busch and

Coors, the latter a cult brewery due to its refusal to

pasteurize its beer. He also implied that customers had

been ‘conditioned’ to accept a modern bland brilliant

product rather than preferring such products as the

industry often claimed.

Porter contrasted two types of ‘good’ beer. The first was

trumpeted by ‘advertising agencies’ as having old fash-

ioned goodness, but was brilliant in appearance, high-

adjunct, and pasteurized. The second was characterized by:

... nutritious yeast cells floating around in the beer, or the

insoluble proteins, the ‘live’ enzymes and vitamins, the odd

bits of flotsam, ... [a] changing quality ... [in] ...  your favorite

brew, and ... sediment in the bottle’s bottom.24

He added, if you viewed goodness in the second sense,

as he clearly did himself, ‘the goodness is gone and you

have been lied to again’.25

Craft brewing has vindicated Porter’s connoisseurship

by emphasizing a natural quality in brewing as seen for

example in unfiltered, Bavarian-style wheat beer or the

heavily opalescent New England style of I.P.A. The

reverberations have affected even mass-market brewing

for some time now. 

Overall, Porter explained well the conditions that

sparked the craft brewing revival although he did not

call for any such thing and seemed resigned to the

status quo. His advice to drinkers looking for something

better was to seek Ballantine India Pale Ale, other

domestic beers of quality, and the good imports. 

He explained that import quality is not in direct pro-

portion to sales, and gave the example of Pilsner

Urquell, sales of which were much lower than its

quality suggested (the situation is no different today).

This was, possibly, an indirect reference to the fact that

the remaining quality American beers were often

expensive. He was suggesting a route to find good qual-

ity and save money and Pilsner Urquell was Exhibit ‘A’.

Porter devoted a full chapter to homebrewing despite

the illegality of the practice then. He gave detailed

instructions on how to brew with the coy preface: "if one

were permitted to do it". As homebrewers are undeni-

ably an element of the early beer renaissance Porter’s

focus on the topic was prophetic and influential.26

Porter is significant because he includes a credible

homebrewing discussion in an otherwise conventional

beer book. Some readers who hadn’t thought of brewing

at home when buying the book probably took it up due

to this chapter or bought books dealing only with home-

brewing. Homebrewing was legalized in the U.S. in

1978 under President Jimmy Carter, three years after the

book’s publication.27

Porter’s last chapter is entitled ‘Brewmaster’s Choice’

and here he offers his beer recommendations for the

discerning drinker. The Canada section includes beers

today regarded as anodyne: mainstream ales from

Labatt (now Anheuser Busch InBev), Molson (now

Molson Coors), and Moosehead (still an independent).

In fairness, and in this writer’s opinion who drank the

beers in that period, the ales had more character 40

years ago. Still, a factor of relativity is surely applicable,

as for some of Porter’s other recommendations below.

From Britain, Porter recommended Whitbread Pale Ale,
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Watney’s Red Barrel beer, Mackeson Stout, and

Watney’s Stingo Ale - all credible choices with a possi-

ble question mark for Red Barrel, a hot button issue for

the early CAMRA. 

For Germany, he liked Dortmunder Union, Lowenbrau

Dark, and Wurzburger, all excellent brews in our view.

For the U.S. his choices included Ballantine I.P.A.,

Maximus Super Malt Liquor from The West End

Brewing Co. in Utica, NY (makers today under the

name F.X. Matt of the well-known Saranac craft line),

Point Special from Stevens Point Brewing in Wisconsin,

Coors, and Michelob. He includes Anchor Brewing in

San Francisco in a list of biggest and smallest breweries,

an important mention in retrospect as Anchor was a

bridge to the craft beer era, but seems not to have been

familiar with its beers.

Jackson’s The World Guide To Beer28 also championed

Point Special, Michelob (‘comparable in style and price

with some of the European imports’29), Ballantine

I.P.A., and Maximus Super, among other beers selected

as top brews by Porter. It seems likely to us that Jackson

had read Porter’s All About Beer and was influenced to

a degree by it including Porter’s admiration for

Ballantine I.P.A., even though The World Guide to Beer

makes no reference to John Porter, or any other

American brewing writer. In turn, Jackson’s enthusiasm

for these beers, especially Ballantine I.P.A., exercised a

decided influence on the craft brewing landscape.30

As far as we know Porter did not write on beer after All

About Beer with the exception of providing the intro-

duction to Jim Robertson’s book discussed below.

Michael Weiner

In San Francisco a widely followed, syndicated radio

broadcaster and author, Michael Savage, has been active

for some years and has carved a national reputation as

an impassioned advocate and polemicist for conserva-

tive causes. Prior to his election as President, Donald

Trump was a regular guest on the Savage program.

Michael Savage is the professional name of Michael

Alan Weiner, born in the Bronx, NY in 1942. In 1977

Michael Weiner released The Taster’s Guide to Beer.31

This is the year Jackson’s The World Guide To Beer

appeared yet Weiner clearly was unaware of that book

which is not mentioned in the text or the bibliography

(the reverse seems true as well). John Porter’s book is

mentioned in the Weiner book, however.

As Michael Weiner/Savage is still active professionally

albeit in areas far removed from the beerological, I will

refer to him in the text by his current name. Further

biographical detail can be gleaned from his website32

and a detailed Wikipedia entry.33 After obtaining two

master’s degrees Savage gained a PhD from Berkeley

in the 1970s in ethnobotany. His interest in plants,

medicinal remedies, and related cultural practices seems

to have prompted an interest in beer. He also had some

connections in his early days with various countercul-

ture figures including L.S.D. guru Timothy Leary.

(Savage states he stayed away from lysergic acid).

After The Taster’s Guide to Beer Savage wrote numer-

ous books on herbs, herbalist remedies, and nutrition

before finally turning to broadcasting, culture, and pol-
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itics. As far as we know he never wrote on beer again. In

some ways it is a pity as The Taste’s Guide to Beer is a

sophisticated, well-written tome that benefits from

Savage’s advanced education, inquiring mind, and early

travels. The book is a proto-The World Guide to Beer,

literate even though it lacks the literary flair and thor-

oughness of Jackson’s best work. Had Michael Jackson

never existed one may speculate that Savage might have

become an effective evangelist for beer rather than other

causes, perhaps ‘the’ evangelist.

The book has the most professional layout of the four

covered in this article and contains many interesting

illustrations and photos. In addition, a 16-page glossy

insert reproduces in beautiful colour and great fidelity

numerous items of pre-Prohibition brewery advertising.

Many points of interest are reflected extending to beer

colour, beer names, brewery names, and other detail of

interest both to the casual reader and historians of

American beer.

The book takes a largely national approach to its subject,

a frequent gambit of 1970s beer writers including

Jackson. But it has a good introduction and initial chap-

ters deal well with topics such as the physiology of taste,

beer history, beer-and-health (he explains why beer is

fattening despite over-enthusiastic proponents to the

contrary), brewing ingredients, beer types, and the brew-

ing process. He quotes many useful sources, older and

more recent, including The Brewers Association of

Canada, Andrew Campbell’s The Book of Beer,34 and B.

Parkes’ The Domestic Brewer.35

Savage had definite opinions on beer flavour - he asserts

that his chief qualification to write the book is that he is

an ‘avid beer drinker’ - and how to assess beer from a

sensory standpoint. He includes a long ranking system at

the end of the book to guide readers.36 High rankings are

awarded to beers such as Courage Strong Draft (‘deep

amber, very hoppy, true strong flavour’), Bass Pale Ale

(‘full, rich flavour’), Pilsner Urquell (the ‘standard’),

Courage Russian Imperial Stout  (‘rich, velvety, sweet,

yet carries the bitter tang of hops’), Berliner Weisse (‘nat-

urally cloudy, vitamins of the B-complex, a wheat beer,

consumed with raspberry or cherry syrup’), and Anchor

Steam Beer (‘highly hopped, strong body, flavour and

bouquet’). Of outliers such as the long-defunct Uncle

Ben’s Malt Liquor from British Columbia he states: ‘aged

quality, mellow and good, soothing texture, a winner!’.

Mass-market U.S. beer is often dismissed with the

quip ‘computerized lager’, e.g., Schlitz: ‘Just awful.

Sour, weak. A poor computerized lager’. Yet in common

with most brewing writers of the day he liked Coors and

Budweiser (‘flavorful hoppiness, fine aftertaste, good

ingredients’). We believe, based on our own taste

memories, that these beers were significantly better

then including in hop aroma, although once again

relativity surely plays a role and the bar of taste has

moved significantly since the 1970s.

Without question Savage understood the beer palate

well; he knew what was good and traditional. Like

John Porter he preferred beers made from all-malt and

whole hops, excepting specialties such as wheat

beers. He also preferred where possible beer that was

not pasteurized, stating that, ‘I strongly suspect that

holding closed cans and bottles of beer at 140°f for

fifteen minutes to kill all bacteria does affect flavor

characteristics. After all, what else is killed?’37 This

meant in practice at the time domestic draft beer or

home-brewed beer. 

Like Porter, Savage deprecated the fact that most con-

temporary American beer was aged on average just a

few weeks and contained significant grain adjunct, and

chemical additives such as foam enhancers. He ana-

lyzed the differences between Tuborg in Denmark and

the recently brewed American version yet seemed to

have an open mind on the latter’s corn adjunct, perhaps

out of sensitivity to his sources. He prophetically

forecast that more such international ventures would be

created, as we see today where for example Bass Pale

Ale and Beck’s are brewed in the United States, the

Japanese Sapporo is brewed in Ontario, and craft icon

Brooklyn Lager (the draft) is brewed by Carlsberg in

Denmark.

As much of the information compiled by Savage was

provided to him by brewers, he is diplomatic - not a

term usually associated with him today - in assessing

mass-production and modern marketing. Still, there can

be little doubt that he preferred rich-tasting, all-malt

beer produced as naturally as possible. The book was

too early to include the first modern American craft

brewers, but Savage is very complimentary of Anchor

Brewing in San Francisco and surely welcomed brewers

such as New Albion Brewing and Sierra Nevada

Brewing once they came to his notice.
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In regard to hops, there is no discussion on the charac-

teristics of emerging new cultivars such Cascade: it was

simply too early. In fact, he repeats lore, traditional

since the 19th century,38 that imported hops have a qual-

ity American soils and climate cannot confer. This is

stated in regard to Anheuser-Busch’s Michelob, noted

then for its foreign (German-type) top-note.39

Given Savage was trained in the study of regional plants

and herbs and their relationship to local beverages and

cultural practices - ethnobotany - one would think he

appreciated American-originated hops once beer with

their imprint became available. Unfortunately, his sec-

tion on Anchor omits reference to the brewery’s early

beers that used the Cascade hop, so his opinions on that

subject in 1977 can’t be known. The Anchor discussion

did include its steam beer and porter; the porter was and

remains in the English tradition, the steam beer was and

remains essentially European in hop taste. For these

beers, greatly influential of course in craft brewing his-

tory, he had only the highest compliments.40

A valuable feature of the book is a 30-page ‘Glossary of

Beer Terminology’ included at the end. It is not

Savage’s own, but was reprinted, with permission, from

Whitbread and Company’s Word for Word.41 From Adze

to Yeast, this supplement (in effect) constitutes a mini

beer and brewing history of its own, especially with

reference to the U.K. context. In our view, the glossary,

with its atmospheric references to porter, pale ale,

I.P.A., barley wine and much more related to Albion and

Britain had to influence the types of beer made by early

U.S. craft breweries, many of which had a decided U.K.

cast.

Savage’s beer ethos can be summed up in these words

from his book:

... the exacting beer drinker may first get acquainted with the

truly masterful commercial brewers who brew with barley,

malt, pure hops, water and yeast and use no additives or

preservatives. To be able to brew beautiful beer, following

very strict codes based on hundreds of years tradition, 

utilizing relatively modern equipment, and still run a profit

is a feat indeed in a world of ersatz boosted by educated

Babbitts.42

There can be little doubt that many early American

craft brewers read Michael Savage and took inspiration

from him. They faced the challenges he outlined with

vigour. Today’s vibrant world craft brewing move-

ment is a testament to their collective, ever-increasing

success. No greater proof of it can be had than the trend

of recent years for mass-production brewers to buy

craft breweries. This does not suggest any kind of

reverse for quality brewing. Both John Porter and

Michael Savage’s books make clear they were primari-

ly concerned with beer palate, not with the size of a

brewery or its ownership structure as such. However,

both were aware that the brewery consolidations of the

1970s tended to reduce the number of distinctive prod-

ucts in the market.

One may draw a similar conclusion from the next two

books under consideration, by Jim Robertson and

Stephen Morris, although Morris showed more inherent

affection for the small-scale brewer.43

James D. Robertson

Jim Robertson (1935-?)44 released The Great American

Beer Book (TGABB) in 1978. John Porter, mentioned

above, appears under Robertson’s name on the front

cover as providing the introduction.

TGABB, while issued shortly after Michael Jackson’s

World Guide, was almost certainly written before

Jackson’s book came to Robertson’s attention, as

Jackson is not mentioned in the bibliography or text.

Thus, TGABB can be viewed as reflecting specialist

interest in beer in a U.S. context prior to Jackson mak-

ing any impact.

It appears Robertson had an engineering and/or military

background and lived in suburban New Jersey. The

book follows the national classification approach seen

in Savage’s Guide, considering the beers of each

country separately and under headings for each brew-

ery. But TGABB is more rigorous as to the number of

beers covered, their stylistic range, and the taste notes

which are more searching and focused than Savage’s.

This writer considers he can detect the influence of

Consumer Reports, the U.S. consumer products rating

service, on Robertson. Consumer Reports started in the

1930s in New York. Robertson’s serial reviews have a

similar format and ‘voice’.45
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Before the national treatment commences, preliminary

topics are addressed such as beer history (a short, but

good, journalistic-style coverage with a pointed expla-

nation of steam beer’s importance); brewing processes

including the use of adjuncts with Robertson firmly of

the view that adjuncts lower beer quality; and beer

styles covering ale, lager, ‘malt liquor’ (then of some

importance in U.S. brewing), ‘Weisse’, and ‘Others’

such as faro and lambic (‘fermented with wild yeasts

and very acidic’), ‘malta’ from Puerto Rico, and even

sake. The stylistic discussion is sparse, but adequate.

There follows a chapter on how to rate and taste beers.

In part, it reflects the period of writing. For example,

Robertson states that bitterness should be apparent

when the beer is first sipped, but disappear as the beer is

swallowed. This reflected contemporary American

brewing opinion that hop bitterness must be minimal.

One result was that hop usage fell progressively from

the 1930s until the time Robertson was writing.46 In

some of his reviews he criticizes beer for being too bit-

ter, yet by today’s standards those beers likely are rela-

tively inoffensive. On the other hand, he will often note

that a beer is not hoppy enough; as for any dedicated

beer drinker he had his own notion of the juste moyen.

Robertson assembled taste panels from his friends

schooled in his assessment criteria, and their ratings

were tabulated and presented in league-tables and

‘honor roles’ at the book’s end. Quality was rated by

different measures including the best domestic and

imported beers of different styles and the top domestic

and imported brands as viewed in general. A lengthy

taste-off is included of beers drawn at random, but

broadly of the same style and colour. For example,

Molson Export won over Whitbread Tankard, and

Augsburger, a high-malt, U.S. ‘super-premium’ beat

Maximus Super Malt Liquor.

The Molson vs. Whitbread result seems atypical and

there are other seeming oddities in the list, but

Robertson explains that balance was important to the

panels. One beer might have a stronger overall flavor -

more ‘character’ as Robertson acknowledges - yet be

considered lesser for not tasting as good as the other in

the final result.47 The overall winner as between the

domestic and imported groups, and this is among hun-

dreds of beers tested, was San Miguel Dark from the

Philippines.48

The early chapters are quite short and the heart of the

book is the long national, or rather international, sec-

tion. Unlike the three other writers Robertson tried to

find every beer sold in the U.S. at that time. Of course

he didn’t quite get to them all, but still an impressive

number was tasted including beers from Alaska’s inno-

vative Prinz Brau venture. It made German-style, all-

malt beers between 1976 and 1979, a development that

in retrospect was ahead of its time.

No craft brewer was included. There was brief mention

of Jack McAuliffe’s New Albion Brewing in Sonoma,

CA with a nice reproduction of two of its labels, but

Robertson clearly was not able to taste the beers.

Anchor Brewing was included with a detailed assess-

ment of the steam beer and porter, but again the early

experimental beers of Anchor that, even by 1978, used

the Cascade hop were not tasted. Yet, Robertson did

taste a proto-craft beer: Henry Weinhard Private

Reserve, made by Blitz-Weinhard in Portland, OR. That

beer, introduced about 1975, used the new Cascade hop
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and, while a lager, played its own role in stimulating the

use of this variety by the emerging craft brewers.

Robertson does not note any particular characteristic as

associated today with Cascade such as white pith citric,

or grapefruit-like.49

Robertson did not much like the two Anchor beers

mentioned, which is interesting as he was capable of

appreciating some pretty impactful beers including

Ballantine I.P.A. Perhaps the Anchor beers when they

reached him on the East Coast were in poor condition.

Later, Robertson issued an updated edition of TGABB,

and engaged in further beer writing, that took full

account of craft brewing developments and showed an

obvious appreciation for the craft palate. Possibly, in

part at least, his palate simply evolved, as for many who

start the beer experience from a fixed set of parameters.

Yet, even in 1978 Robertson was lavish in praise of

highly hopped, vatted Ballantine I.P.A. of which he

wrote:

Deep brown gold, pungent aroma of hops, enormous body 

for a beer, powerful flavor yet with surprisingly good 

balance, taste very slightly on the sour side; long, long, 

finish, lingering full-flavored aftertaste. This beer is 

unquestionably long-aged, maybe even in wood, and it 

shows in the flavor. It may be too intense for many people,

but if you claim to be a beer drinker, you should at least 

try it.50

The desiderata of currently fashionable craft beers -

long barrel aging, sourness, massive flavor, prominent

hop smell and taste - are all wrapped up in this review

of 40 years ago.

Jackson’s World Guide only briefly mentions

Ballantine’s I.P.A. Together with Ballantine XXX Ale it

is described as ‘much loved and nationally marketed’,51

a rather lapidary formulation. There is no statement

along the lines of the I.P.A. being a national treasure or

anything comparable to what Robertson states above. It

is quite possible that Jackson only tasted the beer some

time between 1977 and 1982, when his first pocket

tasting guide was published. Even if he had tasted it

when the World Guide was written, no special attention

was devoted to the beer in contrast, say, to Anchor

Steam Beer, a beer whose palate was never as impactful

as Ballantine I.P.A. Therefore, it may be that Jackson’s

later assessment of Ballantine I.P.A. was influenced by

the special regard Porter and Robertson had for the beer.

Robertson’s lengthy U.S. section provides an interesting

historical perspective by reviewing a large number of

small brewery or regional brands long since disap-

peared. He sometimes found character in small town

beers, e.g., Hull Brewing’s Export Beer in New Haven,

Conn., describing it as ‘finely balanced with good light-

ly hopped character, medium body, very smooth and

even pleasant aftertaste’.52

He uses the term ‘sour’ often in reference to standard

pasteurized American light lagers, many of which

earned his derision. The term almost certainly, in this

context, referred to malt adjuncts such as corn, rice, or

syrups as these can lend a sourish note to beer especial-

ly when used in quantity. A well-attenuated beer also

can sometimes taste sour.

As for Porter and Savage, Robertson clearly favoured

all-malt beers, or at least high-malt beers, and his

reviews of German lagers underpin that preference. The

Belgian section, quite inadequate in Savage’s book -

there is no reference to Trappist ales, for example - is

overly brief here as well. But it did cover Orval

(‘resinous aromatic flavor, sharp and sweet’),53 and

Chimay Red (‘sweet apple bubble gum flavor, like a

home-made root beer. My Aunt “Beenie” used to make

a root beer ... like this ...’).54 His comments on the well-

known saison Regal from Marbaix-la-Tour are interest-

ing: ‘... sweetness that actually becomes unpleasant,

intense sweet cough medicine with a tenacious acetone-

like character. It is too much for me’).55 He found an

aromatic ‘ketone’ quality, finishing to sourness, in the

brown Leffe,56 even then made by a ‘subsidiary of the

giant Artois brewing complex’, but clearly liked this

better than the other two. It appears that Jim Robertson

ran into the distinctive Belgian yeast profile, which then

as now puts off some people, this despite the latter-day

success of Belgian and Belgian-style beers internation-

ally. On the lager side of Belgian output he liked Loburg

from Stella Artois more than the eponymous brand

(‘well-hopped pungent quality’).57

In the ‘England, Scotland, Ireland’ section, he found

bottled Guinness Extra Stout challenging, but enjoyable

(‘very full-bodied, coffee-toffee flavor with a chocolate-

like finish’).58 Double Diamond was ‘quite light,
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finish[ing] dry and brief. Somewhat disappointing for

Britain’s top-selling ale’.59 He liked MacEwan’s beers a

lot from Edinburgh, finding the Edinburgh Ale ‘unusu-

ally complex, [it has] a beautiful roast bacon flavor with

a smoky aftertaste’.60 This suggests that some Scotch

Ale had a smoky taste ancestrally as this is years before

any craft brewer thought to use peated malt in a mash or

an extra measure of roast barley.

Of Dow Black Horse Ale in Canada he wrote: ‘spring

water aroma, spring-water flavor, unpleasant metal

background as if ... in a very rusty pipe ... unusual finish,

like dried apricots’.61 Hence, Robertson gives insight

on then-surviving characteristics of pale Canadian top-

fermented beers. Some reviews strike  a modern tone: of

Kronenbourg 1664 he states it has a ‘light malt aroma,

[and] strange, almost fruity, vinous flavor; light hops in

the finish’. It is exactly that today, 40 years later.62

Robertson does not call for a revival of American brew-

ing, that is, the creation of new small breweries. His

entry on the unrated New Albion Brewing (founded

1977) notes that the brewery is the most recently estab-

lished, but he doesn’t herald its founding as of particular

importance. If anything Robertson seemed doubtful of

its prospects as he noted New Albion was entering a

highly competitive market in Northern California.

He did bemoan that beers recently introduced in the

general market seemed very pale, with ever-fewer calo-

ries and seemingly directed to people who didn’t really

like beer. 

His solution, as for John Porter and Michael Savage,

was to seek out the best still available from U.S. brew-

ers and the good imports. All writers at the time,

Jackson included, lauded what was then called the

"super-premium" segment. These were beers made by

large breweries that employed a high barley malt mash

bill and a reasonable hopping regimen. They were gen-

erally takes on the Pilsener or Export styles, some of the

names included Andeker, Augsburger, Erlanger and, in

Canada, Brador. These beers were worthy, but did not

resemble the best imports much less craft examples of

these styles today. Still, they offered an alternative in the

more straightened years of the 1970s.

There is no question that by the sheer number of beers

and the beery enthusiasm demonstrated in TGABB, Jim

Robertson contributed no less than Porter and Savage to

the beer renaissance. This is confirmed by his working

in beer journalism and writing for years after the beer

revolution took root, but even apart this his book is

ample evidence of the true beerman and he surely

inspired countless readers.

It is apt to conclude a consideration of Robertson by

citing his reviews of two Danish beers, an imperial stout

and porter. His notes show that even if offended occa-

sionally by excess hops, weird ketones and acetones, or

simply too much taste, he understood what made for

fine beer.

The imperial stout from Wiibroes Brewery: 

Almost opaque black, rich, complex stout aroma, hiding all

kinds of good things, rich luxurious malty flavor, and a long,

long finish; fairly dry for the type and might well please

many American palates ...63

The Albani Porter from Albani Breweries: 

Deep molasses-brown color, smooth lightly malty aroma, big

rich sourish taste, pineapple background, long rich finish,

complex, balanced, smooth, an absolute delight.64

Stephen Morris

Stephen Morris’ (b.1948) book, The Great Beer Trek65

is the most idiosyncratic of the books considered here. It

departs from the general format of reviewing beer histo-

ry, explaining ingredients and technics, setting out a

tasting or rating scheme, and providing recipes for beer

with food. Rather, it is a quest book, a quixotic ramble

through America via his ‘noble steed’, a 1972 Chevrolet

Beauville Sportsman. Morris was accompanied on the

trip by his young pregnant wife, Laura, and their dog,

Guinness. They were re-enacting the road trips of Walt

Whitman, Jack Kerouac, John Steinbeck, Neil Cassady,

and a host of other traveller-seekers, save they were

fixed on the malt, at least professedly. Hence the

declared motive: to find ‘the Secret of the Suds’. Morris

broke down the object into both frivolous and serious.

The fun part took inspiration from asserted 1600s ‘beer

riders’ in Germany, carefree noble sons seeking new

friends and sensations on the road while continually

refilling their barrels. The more serious purpose: an
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interest to understand his countrymen, or nation, ‘Beer

Drinker Americanus’ as he termed them. Discovering

America via beer seemed entirely logical to Morris who

perceived ‘that the entire country, if not the whole

world, revolved around beer’.

The book was published in 1984, but the trek took place

years earlier, in 1978. The text therefore mostly reflects

a pre-Jacksonian, pre-craft perspective. Still, the book

has glimmers of the craft world to come, in two ways.

First, Morris visited both Anchor Brewing and New

Albion Brewing in California, small breweries that

heralded a movement, as Morris perceived. Second,

Morris was a homebrewer and the trek visited birds of

a feather in Vermont and elsewhere. These groups

amounted to a proto-craft brewing culture as appears

from his accounts.

Thus, and as reinforced by the charming pen-and-ink

illustrations of his collaborator Vance Smith, Morris’

book is the closest of the four to exhibiting a craft beer

sensibility. John Porter’s book is that of a pre-WW II

brewer turned boulevardier and jack of different trades.

Michael Savage’s book reflects the beer ponderings of

the Ivory Tower. Jim Robertson’s tome is that of subur-

ban technocrat reinvented as beer critic. But Morris,

even via prose some 40 years old, speaks to us most

clearly as embryonic beer hipster. 

Even though Michael Jackson and, through his agency,

the attractiveness of British beer culture do not inform

Morris’ book, there is still a significant connection to the

U.K. Morris describes in the preface having spent a year

working in London in the early 1970s with his wife.

Due to the ‘clammy discomfort’ of their basement flat

they spent countless evenings at the Queen’s Elm

‘quaffing countless pints of bitter’.66

This opened Morris’ eyes to a world of beer far more

varied than ‘Pabst, Bud, and Miller Lite’. He also

learned of CAMRA’s work - well described in a sidebar

- and that he could brew his own beer in different

colours ‘with a taste range ... from lemonade to coal tar’.

On returning home with a bunch of British brewing kits

Morris embarked on homebrewing even though it was

unlawful at the time, a circumstance that offended his

sense of individual liberties. Thinking about the role of

beer in society impelled him, he states, to embark on a

national beer trek. As the preface notes, the book is

more about beer drinking and people than beer and

breweries, yet it contains many useful taste notes and

technical observations - the book is for anyone who

enjoys beer in-depth.

Morris drove the van with Laura and Guinness through

many regions and states, starting in Massachusetts, then

Vermont, New York, Pennsylvania and wending far

beyond, ending finally in the northwest. Each chapter

describes visits to breweries and notable bars and inter-

views with their representatives. At the end of each

chapter a list of breweries is set out. A ‘state beer’ is also

ascribed, e.g., Genesee for New York and, most aptly in

retrospect, Anchor Steam Beer for California even

though its sales then were tiny. A list of representative

brews for each state is included with good taste notes.

‘Kindred spirits’ are listed as well such as homebrewing

and can collecting organizations.
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His description of mid-1970s Vermont homebrewing

culture is centered on an interview with Tim Matson. In

1975 Matson co-wrote, with girlfriend Lee Ann Dorr, a

basic, but groundbreaking manual on homebrewing,

Mountain Brew.67 Matson is depicted as a Green

Mountain hippie whose interest in homemade drink

started with spiking cider at boarding school. Matson’s

goal was to make pure products without great pretense

or forethought. The book describes the personalities

and often-improvised recipes of a group of 70s back-to-

the-landers in a state later famous, not coincidentally

surely, for innovating an influential style of I.P.A.

Morris envisaged a somewhat commercialized vision of

what Matson was doing by including a drawing of a

downhome, rickety wood building with the sign

‘Dogbone Brewing Company’. The caption underneath:

‘There’s no one in the beer business who doesn’t dream

...’.68 In effect, he was projecting the creation of craft

breweries in America. That dream became a reality for

many ex-home brewers, and others, starting from the

last years of the 1970s.

The rustic Matson visit is contrasted with a dispiriting

spell in the ‘neo-Bavarian plastic splendor’ of Anheuser-

Busch’s hospitality room in Merrimack, NH. Morris

weighs the obvious generosity of free beer and hospital-

ity against his grudge, no less real for being ‘unfair’,

that his host caused ‘the ill-fortunes of hundreds of local

brewers from coast to coast’.69

The beer Tim Matson and his friends enjoyed ranged

from canned hop-flavoured malt extract brew to exotica

that sounds strangely contemporary 40 years on.

Anyone discouraged with the blandness of American beers

can look to Mountain Brew to learn about brewers who 

concoct experimental brews with Postum, wormwood, Maxim

(to get a beer with caffeine), buckwheat groats, steak bones,

chicken heads, maple syrup, and burdock root ... A simple

product results from a simple process which the brewer 

controls. Some experiments result in improved beers, some 

in swill ... Homebrew plays the role of balm, nutrient, and

sacrament. The role would not be understood by the president

of Miller or Schlitz.70

Today, the megabrewers’ CEOs get it of course, a cul-

tural shift Stephen Morris and Tim Matson helped both

chart and pioneer.

Morris makes the point that every beer fan has his own

framework to appreciate beer. Taste is not the only cri-

terion, others may include brewery ownership or size, or

the location of a brewery.71

Morris interviews a number of contemporary beer lumi-

naries including beer writer Will Anderson, Dick

Yuengling of the small Pennsylvania brewery that now

has a national market, spokespersons for beer can

groups, and brewers from breweries of all sizes. The

brewers included Fritz Maytag of Anchor Brewing,

founded 1896, but a bridge to the craft brewing move-

ment, and Jack McAuliffe of New Albion Brewing,

the first modern craft brewery, established in Sonoma,

CA in 1976.

Some of the interviews offer insights of good histori-

cal value. For example, an Anheuser-Busch brewer

evinced no interest in McAuliffe’s beer and stated he

preferred Michelob. Anderson was primarily concerned

to save America’s disappearing regional brewing her-

itage, presumably even brewers making beer similar to

mass-market beers. Maytag was seen presciently as ‘the

unofficial spokesman for the enterprising small brewers

of the country’.72

Because the book was published after craft brewing had

established a small, but perceptible footprint Morris

included in his lists of breweries the few micro or craft

brewers then existing. He also sometimes comments on

the new beers themselves, finding them never less than

interesting. Not surprisingly, he also flagged Ballantine

India Pale Ale (‘puts hair on your chest’) thus playing

his part in creating the legend of the beer that helped put

I.P.A. on the world map. Occasionally too he refers in

the text to a budding small brewery phenomenon. These

parts reflect the fact that the book was published six

years after the trek, and are of interest as describing the

early craft brewing environment, but most of the book

reports on his 1978 travels.

In 1978 Anchor Brewing and New Albion Brewing were

the only commercial alternatives to the U.S. brewing

norm, and Morris visited both. Perceiving Anchor’s

incipient role as small brewery avatar, Morris saw the

same potential for New Albion. He noted perceptively

that whatever happened to New Albion (it expired in the

early 1980s), its future in American brewing history was

assured. This exposure to the first commercial stirrings
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of craft brewing, together with immersion in the home-

brewing cultures of both coasts, made Morris both

prophet of, and guide to, craft-brewing culture. He

noted for example that homebrewers used up to four

times more hops than commercial brewers, and that east

coast homebrewers expressed surprise at the amount of

hops their western counterparts put in their beer. The

pioneer days of today’s beer culture are evident for all to

see, it would appear.73

Concluding thoughts

Taken together these four books describe or forecast in

the essentials the ingredients, styles, technical process-

es, and even the more outlandish innovations of today’s

brewing scene. There is also occasionally some good

writing, especially by Savage and Morris.

They achieved this without being aware of what

Michael Jackson was doing or had in store for the world

of beer. In particular Jackson, the skilled ex-Fleet Street

journalist, had the gift to propose a glossary of world

beer styles that today form the basic lexicon of beer. An

example is how he wrote about imperial stout. Jackson

made imperial stout a thing, a datum, fully imbued with

and defined by its romantic history, or what became its

romantic history in his hands. Before Jackson, imperial

stout was not just almost completely forgotten, it was

simply a very strong black beer.

In comparison, the four American beer writers discussed

were, respectively, an ex-brewer who had left the trade

c.1942 for a raft of other callings, an academic with an

arcane PhD, a technocrat turned beer nerd, and a semi-

hippie quester. None of them had any lofty ambitions

comparable to a Jackson, although had Jackson not

existed one or more might have filled his role, at least in

America.

Despite Jackson’s undeniable pre-eminence in beer crit-

icism these Americans should be remembered. Indeed

they have been unfairly overshadowed. They helped

stimulate interest in quality beer and certainly partici-

pated in creating the artisan- and foreign-flavoured beer

culture of 2018. Their books were available in the food-

and-wine sections of decent-sized bookstores and were

read by countless beer fans, homebrewers, craft brew-

ers, and tourists seeking information. Furthermore,

Michael Jackson almost certainly read their books and

took notice of what they admired, especially Ballantine

IPA, the beer that more than anything sparked the I.P.A.

phenomenon of the last 20 years.74

Porter, Savage, Robertson, and Morris deserve a hearty

"cheers" from the hundreds of thousands of contempo-

rary beer fans in North America and beyond. The fact

that beer of an astonishing variety and quality is easily

accessible today is due in part to their intrepid work 40

years ago. This article pays them a long overdue tribute.
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